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14 stairs - A set of stairs lighting - lighting
width 30 cm

Price 196.62 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 532

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip. 
 

The kit includes

 

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https://stair-lighting.com/stair-light-controller-reactive-lighting-stair-lighting-system-
automatic-led-stair-lighting-the-driver-for-lighting-effects-version-11-to-14-p-383.html?language=en
 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en

 

- Waterproof LED strip 1 roll (warm white or cool white) - https://stair-lighting.com/5m-led-strip-3528-300-diod5m-
waterproof-warm-white-p-216.html?language=en

 

- Power suppy to a set - https://stair-lighting.com/power-supply-voltage-mpl3012-p-245.html?language=en

 A characteristic feature of the Dutch-style housing is the need to use narrow staircases. The space for many it is not very
comfortable to use and for this little safe after dark. Exhausted batteries in the mobile phone, there is no handy flashlight and
immediately threatens us stumble.

Increasingly, owners of such a space use lighting systems that use modern energy-saving LED technology. Prepared by us we
set compatible with various types of illumination. However, the complete proposed diodes on the adhesive and waterproof
tape. You can mount it in a modern ascetic manner, emphasizing the horizontal lines of the stairs or light guide in other
places. In the shop we have accessories that will facilitate the implementation of the project.

In all this, very important is controller - the intelligent device co-operating with motion sensors and twilight. Due to one sets
out how inflammation and extinguishing of light - is a choice of several options, eg. On / off, jog mode or mild. Our favorite
technical solution is fragmentary lighting up the stairs just this episode that is used. Everything is possible thanks to motion
sensors with built-in sensors twilight - they guarantee proper light reactions. We should also mention modular power supply
MEANWELL or DELTA, maintaining a constant voltage at 12V.
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Lighting sets are increasingly popular. Customer appreciate the quality and affordability of devices which we obtain through
buying the kit.

 

This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 , T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro )
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